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Deva Premal & Miten have been partners in life and music for over twenty 
years and are widely recognized as the pioneers of Western mantra singing, 
providing millions of people worldwide with the musical soundtrack for their 
yoga practice and meditation. With CD sales alone now standing at over one 
and a half million copies and digital sales significantly eclipsing that, the 
artists have touched many people globally through both their music and their 
live concert tours.

“We offer this album as an opportunity to experience the energy of our gatherings. For 25 years we 
have been the messengers of a 5000 year old tradition - mantra chanting - which has taken us all over the world, from 

Moscow to Miami, from London to Tel Aviv - and even into prisons, such as San Quentin in San Francisco.
The tracks on ‘Cosmic Connections Live’ were recorded in  Budapest, Edmonton, Frankfurt, Bath and Amsterdam with more than a 
little help from our musician friends Manose (bansuri/vocals) Joby Baker (bass/percussion/vocals) and Spencer Cozens
(piano/keyboards), who helped us expand our musical vision while being true to the essence of our vision.
These ancient sound healing formulas from India have the power to transform our daily lives into a spiritual journey. They are an 
invitation to break free and to create a space of inner peace, harmony and meditation in this troubled world.

A bridge to a Cosmic Connection.” - Deva Premal & Miten

Tracklist:
1] OM sahana vavatu mantra (live)
2] mangalam (live)
3] nam myoho renge kyo mantra (live)
4] OM kumara mantra (live)
5] rang de (live)
6] white cloud white swan (live)
7] native son (live)
8] audience OM (live)
9] OM mantra (the cosmic yes)  
(bonus studio track)


